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ON A POWER OF RELATIONAL STRUCTURES 
ViTEZSLAV N O V A K , Brno 
(Received May 28, 1984) 
The aim of this paper is to define direct operations and an operation of a power 
for relational structures and to prove their properties. In particular, a power satisfies 
the expected rules with the exception of (G")^ ^ G'̂ **. We derive sufficient con­
ditions for the vahdity of that law. 
1. Let / 7̂  0 be a set, let n-, be a positive integer for any i e I. A family (n^; i e /) 
will be called a type. The types {n^\ iel), {m^je j) are similar iff there exists 
a bijection cp: I ~-> J such that m^(i) = rii for all / e / . 
2. Definition. Let G 7̂  0 be a set, let (п^; i e /) be a type. Let Ĉ  be an ?г-агу relation 
on the set G for any i e / , i.e. Ĉ  я G"\ Then G = (G, (С,; / e i)) is called a relational 
structure of type (n^; / e / ) . 
If G" = (G, (Cj; / G / ) ) is a relational structure, then the set G is called a carrier 
of G and Ĉ  are called relations of G. Sometimes we denote by ^i{G) the i^^ relation 
of G = (G, (Cil iel)), i.e. ^ ,(G) = C,. 
Two relational structures G = (G, (C^; / G / ) ) and H = (Я, (i^^; j e J)) of types 
(Wj-; iel) and {mj\jeJ), respectively, are called similar iff their types (n^; i e / ) 
and (m^; j e J) are similar. 
If G = (G, (C j / G / ) , Я = (Я, [DJ\ j G J)) are similar relational structures, then 
we can assume without loss of generality that / = J and that the mapping cp in Sec. 1 
is an identity on /, i.e. that m,- = n^ for all iel. -
3. Definition. Let G = {G,(C^\ г е / ) ) , Я = [H,(D/, iel)) be similar relational 
structures of type (̂ г,-; / el). Let / : G -^ Я be a mapping which has the following 
property: for any i e I and any Xj, ..., x„. e G the imphcation (xj, ..., X„.)G CJ => 
=> (/(A^I), . . . , / ( X „ . ) ) G D,. holds. T h e n / is called a homomorphism of the relational 
structure G into the relational structure H. 
We denote by Horn (G, Я ) the set of all homomorphisms of G into H. 
A bijective homomorphism f of G onto Я such that / ~ M s a homomorphism 
of H onto G is called an isomorphism of G onto Я. Two similar relational structures 
G, Я are called isomorphic iff there exists an isomorphism of G onto Я ; in that case 
we write G c=^ H. 
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4. Definition. Let К Ф ф Ъо a, set, let (Gj,; кеК) be a family of similar relational 
structures of type («^; / e / ) . Let G^, = (Gĵ , (C,-;,; iel)) for any кеК and let 
/̂ci «̂  <̂ /c2 = 0 f<̂ ^ ^ 1 ' ^2 G X, /ci # /C2.-The (i/recr sum ^ Gf, of the family (G'̂ t; /c G К) 
is the relational structure G = (G, (C^; / G / ) ) of type (w,; / el) for which G = ij Ĝ  
and Ci = {j Ci„ for any iel. ^^^ 
кеК 
If К = {1, ..., г̂] then we write ^ G;, = G^ + ... 4- Ĝ „. 
кеК 
5. Remark. Let (Gj,; кеК) = ((G^, (C^^; iel)); кеК) be a family of similar 
relational structures and let G = (G, (Ci; iel)) = Yi^k- Then the canonical in-
keK 
sertion7^^: G,^-^ G defined by 7^(х) == x for x G Ĝ  is an isomorphic embedding of G^ 
into G. 
6. Let G = (G, (Сil iel)), H = (G, (D^; iel)) be similar relational structures 
of type (nil i e l) with the same carrier G. Put G -< Яiff Ĉ  g D^ for ail i e I. Clearly 
-< is a (partial) order on the class of all relational structures of type (п^; i el) with 
the same carrier G. 
7. Lemma. Let (G^; кеК) = ((G/,, (C;;^; iel)); кеК) be a family of similar 
relational structures of type (п^; iel) with Gj,^ n Ĝ ^ = 0 for k^ Ф /c2 and let 
G — (G, {Ci; i G / ) ) = ^ G/t- 7"/?^^ G is the least element (with respect to -<) in the 
кеК 
class of such relational structures H of type (n^; iel) and with carrier G, for 
which all canonical insertions j,^ (кеК) are homomorphisms of Gf^ into H. 
Proof. By Sec. 5 all canonical insertions jf,: Gi, -> G are homomorphisms of G,^ 
into G. Let H = (G, (D -̂; iel)) be a relational structure of type (n^; iel) with 
carrier G and such that all canonical insertions j , , are homomorhisms of Gj, into H. 
Let / G / and let G G be such elements that (x^,. . . , x„.) e Ci. Then there 
exists кеК such that Xi,..., x„.e G,, and (x^, ..., x„.)e Сц^. By assumption then 
(x i , . . . , x „ J = (jk{xi),...Jk{Xn^)e Di. Thus C, Б Df for all iel and G < H. 
8. Definition. Let iC 7̂  0 be a set, let (G ,̂;/c eiC) = ((G;,, (С,^; t G / ) ) ; кеК) 
be a family of similar relational structures of type (n^; iel). The direct product 
Yl G^ of the family (Gj^; keK)h the relational structure G = (G, (C -̂; / G / ) ) of type 
(ni; iel) for which G = X G/, and Ĉ  = X C,/, for any i el. 
keK кеК 
Note that X G^ means here the cartesian product of sets and X Cik means the direct 
keK keK 
product of relations, i.e. if x^,. . . , x„. G X G,,, then (x^, . . . , x„.) e X Сц, is equivalent 
keK ' keK 
to (рг/̂  Xj, ... , pr̂ ^ x„.) G Q/, for all keK. If К = { 1 , . . . , n}, then we write ] ^ G;̂  = 
9. Lemma. Let (Gĵ ; keK) = ((G,.,(Ci/t; ^ G / ) ) ; keK) be a family of similar 
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relational structures of type (n,-; / el) and let G — (G, (C,-; / e / ) ) = П Gf^, Then G 
кеК 
is the greatest element (with respect to -<) in the class of such relational structures H 
of type (n,; i e /) and with carrier G, for which all projections prj^QceK) are homo-
morphisms of H onto G f.. 
Proof. From the definition of the direct product it follows directly that any projec­
tion рГ;, is a homomorphism of G onto G,,. Let H = (G, (/),•; i el)) be a relational 
structure of type (n^; iel) and with carrier G such that all projections pvj^(keK) 
are homomorphisms of H onto 6*̂ . Let / el and let x^,..., x„. e G be such elements 
that (x^, ..., x„.)e D .̂ Then by the assumption (pr̂ ^ Xj, ..., pr̂ ^ x„.)e С,̂  for all 
keK and this implies by Sec. 8 (X|, ..., X„.)G C .̂ Thus D^ g Ci for all iel and 
H<G. 
10. Definition. Let G = (G, (С,; / e /)), H = (Я, (D,; / e /)) be similar relational 
structures of type [п^; iel). The power G" is the relational structure IT = 
= [K, (Ell i e I)) of type (?i;; / e I) for which К = Horn (Я, G) and for any i e / , 
/ i , . ..,/„,. G К we have (Л, . ..,/„,) e E^ iff ( / i (x) , . ..,/„X-^)) ^ ^/ ^^^ ^̂ ^ -̂  ̂  ^ • 
11. Tlieorem. Let К Ф ^ be a set, let {G^\ keK) = ((G^ (С,^,; iel)); keK) be 
a family of similar relational structures of type (n^; iel) and let H = 
= ( я , (D^; / el)) be a relational structure of type (n,-; / el). Then 
keK keK 
Proof. For any fe Н о т (Я, fl G^) and any keK denote fj^ = pvj^f. We easily 
keK 
see that f,, e Н о т (Я, C/̂ ). On the other hand, if /^ e Н о т (Я, G t̂) for all keK, 
t h e n / = X /̂ t G Н о т (Я, f | ^/c)- This shows that the correspondence/ -^ [f^; к e K) 
keK keK 
is a bijective mapping of Н о т (Я, f| ^/t) o^ t̂o X Н о т (Я, Gĵ ). We prove that this 
keK keK 
mapping is an isomorphism of ( П ^fc)^ ^^^^ П ^fc'- ^^^ iel, / j , . . . , / , . G 
кеК кеК 
e Н о т (Я, П G,) and ( Л , . ..,/„,) e ^ , ( П G,f. Then ( / , (x) , . . .,/„Xx)) 6 ^,{ Ц G,) 
кеК кеК кеК 
for all X G Я so that (pr^^/iW? • • •? Pi'fc/wiW) ^ ĵfc ^^^ ^̂ ^ /c G К and all x e H, i.e. 
((/i)ft W , •. -, (/njfc (-̂ c)) e C,fc for all keK and all x G Я and this implies ( ( ( Л ^ , . . • 
'••^fni)k''> keK)e^i{Yl^k)' We have shown that a m a p p i n g / - ^ (/̂ ;̂/c G JK:) = 
= (p^'kfl keK) is a homomorphism of ( П ^fc)'' ^^^^ Yl^k- However, the last 
keK keK 
consideration can be reversed and thus this mapping is an isomorphism. 
12. Theorem. Let G = (G, [Ci; iel) be a relational structure of type (n^; iel), 
let (Hkl keK) ^ ((Hf^,(Dij^; iel); keK) be a family of relational structures 
of type (n^; Î el) and let Hj^^ n Hj^^ = 0 / o r k^, k2 eK, k^ Ф k2. Then 
keK 
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Proof. Let / G Н о т ( ^ Я/., G) be any element and let кеК. We denote by Л 
ksK 
the restriction of / onto Я;,, i.e. fk - f n (Hj, x G). Then clearly / t G Horn (Щ, G). 
Conversely, if Л G Н о т (Я^, (?) for all кеК, then / - U A e Н о т ( ;^Я^, (7). 
кеК кеК 
Thus, the correspondence f -> {f,^; к e К) is а bijective mapping of the set 
Н о т ( Y, Щ, (j) onto the set X Horn {Щ, G). We show that this mapping is an iso-
кеК Y, Ни ^^^ 
morphism of G"̂ ^̂  onto HG^'K Let iel, / i , . . . , / „ . G Н о т ( ^ Я;,, G) and 
I Hk ^'^^ ' ^ек 
( / i , . . . , / „ > ^ , ( G ' ^ - - ). Then ( / I ( X ) , . . . , ^ ( X ) ) G Q for all x G U Я „ so that 
keK 
({fi)k{^)^-"^{fnXi^))^ ^i for all k^K and all XEHJ,, which implies (( / i )^ , . . . 
. . . , (Л,),) G ̂ ,(G^^) for all кеК and (((/ , )„ ... , (/„,),; fc G K ) G ̂ , ( П ^'' '^). We have 
proved that the mapping f->{fi^;keK) is a homomorphism of G"^^ onto 
Yl G"^. By a reverse argument we show that the inverse mapping is a homomorphism 
of I I G^ onto G''̂ '̂  and the theorem is proved. 
кеК 
Let G be a set and С an д-агу relation on G. We call this relation weakly reflexive 
iff (x, X,.. . , x) G С for any x e G. Note that if С is unary, then С is weakly reflexive 
iff С = G and if С is binary, then weak reflexivity of С denotes the reflexivity in the 
usual sense. 
13. Theorem. Let G = (G, (С,; / G / ) ) , Я = (Я, {D,; / G / ) ) . Ж" = {К, (£,.; / G / ) ) 
Ь^ similar relational structures of type (n^; / G / ) . Let a/I relations D^ and all rela­
tions El (/ G /) be weakly reflexive. Then there exists an isomorphic embedding of 
the relational structure G ^ * into the relational structure (G^)^. 
Proof. Let / G Н о т ( Я . К, G) be any element, thus f: H x К -^ G. For any 
yeK denote by fy the mapping fy\H-^G defined by fy = / ( * , y), i.e. /^,(x) = 
= / ( x , y) for xE H. We show that fy e Horn (Я, G). Let ^ G / , x^, .. . , x„. G Я and 
^X 2, . . ., X ĵ ̂  ) G D , . Then ((xi, y), . . . , ( x„^ ,y ) )G^ , (Я . iГ ) so that (/(x^, j;), ... 
...,/(x„^., J ; ) ) G C , , i.e. ( / /х^) , ...,/,(x,,,.)) G Q . T h u s , / , G Н о т (Я, G). Further, let 
XGЯ be any element, iel and y^, ..., y„. GiC, ( j i , . . . , y^.) G £^. Then ((x, y j , . . . 
. . . , ( x , y J ) G ^ , ( Я . i Г ) so that ( / ( x ,yO , . ^ j (x ,y„ , . )GC, , Le. ( 4 ( 4 •••./.. , W ) ^ 
G Cf. This shows that (Z^ ,̂ ...,fy^^ e ^f^G^^) so that the mapping y -> fy is a homo­
morphism of Ä̂  into G", i.e. a a element of the set Н о т (К, G^). Thus, if we write 
cp(f) (y) = /^ for a n y / G Н о т ( Я . Ж, G) and any y G i^, then cp: Н о т (Я .K,G)-~> 
-> Н о т (ür,G^). We show that с/? is an isomorphic embedding of G"^ into (G"')^. 
Let / , 0̂  G Н о т ( я . К, G) and f ф д. Then there exists (x, у) G Я x i^ with 
/(-^? y) Ф oi^i y)- Thus/j,(x) Ф gy{x) for some yeK and some x G Я, so that/j, ^̂  ^^ 
for some yeK and (p(/) # (p{g). Hence cp is injective . Let iel, / i , . . . , / „ . G 
GHom(Я.JГ ,G) , ( / I , . . . , / J G ^ , ( G ^ - ^ ) . Then (Л(х, y), . . . ,ЛХх, y))G Q for a l f 
(x, y) G Я X К, thus ((/i)^:^), ..., (/„,)Дх)) G С,, for all X G Я and all ye К, which 
implies (( / i )„ ..., ( / „ , . ) , ) G ^ , ( G ' ' ) for all yeK and hence ((/>(/i),...,<^(/.,))e^^/(C^^f. 
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Conversely, if {cp{f\), ..., ф(/„,)) e ^i{{G")^), then by the reverse argument we find 
that ( / i , . ..,/„,) e 0^i{G"'^). Thus cp is an isomorphic embedding of G^'^ into (G"")*. 
14. Let G 5̂̂  0 be a set, С an n-ary relation on G. We say that С has the diagonal 
property iff the following holds: For any family (x,/,; /, /с — 1, ..., n) of elements of 
G such that (x,i, Xi2, •-, ^tn)^ С for all /" = 1, . . . , n and {x^^, X2k,..., x,,̂ ,) e С for 
all к = 1, ..., /I we have (x^ j , X22̂  • • • ? -'̂ «/г) ̂  ^• 
In other words, if in the matrix 
/ X j I X j 2 • • • -̂  
\ -^>J1 -^«2 • • • X„ 
all rows and all columns are in the relation C, then its diagonal is also in the relation С 
15. Examples. (1) Any unary relation on a set G has the diagonal property. 
(2) Let С be a binary relation on a set G. Then С has the diagonal property iff С is 
transitive; 
Proof. If С is transitive and л^ц, Xj2, ̂ 21' ̂ 22 ̂  ^ ^^^ elements satisfying the con­
dition in Sec. 14, then in particular (х11,х^2)^^? (•^i2?-^22) ^ ^ ^^^ transitivity 
of С yields (хц , X22) e C. Conversely, if С has the diagonal property and x, y, z e G, 
(x, y) e C, (y, z) G С, then the matrix 
j ; ẑ  
satisfies the condition of Sec. 14 and thus (x, z)e С 
(3) As an example of a ternary relation with the diagonal property, let (G, < ) be 
an ordered set and let С be the ternary relation on G given by (x, y, z)e С о x < 
< у < z. More generally, if С is a transitive binary relation on a set G and n ^ 3, 
then the n-ary relation D on G given by (x,, ..., x„) e D iff* (x,-, x̂  + j) e С for i = 
= 1, ..., n — 1 has the diagonal property. 
16. Theorem. Let G = {0,{С^; /e/)), Я = (Я,(0,.; 1Е1)),К = {К, (Е-; iel)) be similar 
relational structures of type (/г̂ ; /" e / ) . Let all relations D- and all relations Ei (г el) 
be weakly reflexive and let all relations Ci (iel) have the diagonal property. 
Then ((7«f c. (?«•«. 
Proof. By the proof of Sec. 13, the mapping cp : Нот' ( Я . К, G) -> Н о т (К, G"), 
where cp{f) (y) = fy, is an isomorphic embedding of the relational structure G'^ '^ 
into the relational structure (G^)^. Thus, it suffices to show hat cp is a surjective 
mapping. Let g e Н о т [К, G") be any element. Put / (x , y) = g(y) (x) for any 
X еН, y G iv. We show t h a t / e Н о т (Я . К, G). Let / e / , X|, ..., x„. е Я , y^, . . . , y„. e 
е К , {{x^, уi),..., {x,,., yj e ^.,{H. К). Then (x^, ..., x„J G D,., (yj, ..., y„J G £, and 
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hence 
((x,., y,),..., (xj, л,.)) e ^ , ( Я . К) for all ./ - 1 , . . . , n^, 
{{x„y,),,..,{x,^,y,))eM,{H.K) forall /c = 1,...,/i,. 
As ô^eHom(^ ,G^) , we have (^(yi) , . . . , ^ „ J ) G ^ , (G^) , so that (^(j.,) (x) , . . . 
• • - Фп^) W ) e Cf for all X e Я, in particular (öf(j;j) (x^),..., g(y„^) {xj)) e C,- for all 
7 = I,..., III. (*) Further, ö'(y) e Horn (Я, G) for any yeK, in particular б̂ (у̂ ) ^ 
6 Horn ( Я , ^ ) for all к = 1, ...,Аг,-, Consequently, we have (о^(л) (xj) , . . . , о̂ (у/с) 
{X„.))G C^ for all /c = 1 , . . . , Hi. (**) As Ĉ  has the diagonal property, (*) and (**) 
yield {g{yi){xi%g(y2){x2),..-,g(y„,){x„:))eCi, i.e. (/(x^, y^), . . . , /(x„, , j;^,.)) G C,, 
Thus /G Horn ( Я . Ä̂ , G) and the definition of the mapping cp implies (p(f) = g. 
Let us call a set with one binary relation a binary structure. Such a structure can 
be called reflexive or transitive iff its relation is reflexive or transitive, respectively. 
From Sees. 13 and 16 we immediately obtain 
17. Corollary. 1. Let G,H,K be binary struotures and let H, К be reflexive. 
Then there exists an isomorphic embedding of the binary structure G"^ into the 
binary structure (G^)'^. 
2. Let G, Я , К be binary structures. Let Я , К be reflexive and let G be transitive. 
Then {G^'f ^ G"". 
3. Let G, Я , К be quasiordered sets. Then {G")^ ^ G"'^. 
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